
In previous
told you how

RONNIE CAYMAN
HillsidePoultry Farm
Chambersburg, Pa.

Using Mix Mill 2 ,/z yrs.
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VERNON BOLTE, Sales

“Today's agricultural market demands con-
trolled operation expenses if the farmer
expects a profit. One of the areas in which this
“control" can be exercised is in the purchase
and/or manufacturing of feed.
You are aware of other’s tremendous savings
having read our previous commentaries, I am
sure. Perhaps you are interested in obtaining
a Mix Mill System but have considered the
amount of investment and have decided to
forgo the convenience of fresh wholesomefeed
and the pleasure of increased profit because of
financial involvement.
Today you can have a custom system without
borrowing money or even investing your work-
ing capital. Your payments will be fully tax
deductible and will most likely fit right into
your present budget... Let’s talk!”

Please tell me more about Mix Mill and your
new easy-to-acquire program. I understand
there is no obligation to buy.
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Lancaster Fanning, Saturday, November 29,1

issues these successful farmers
Mix Mill cut their operating cost

PAULWOGELMUTH
Green Tree Farms
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Using Mix Mill 3 years

RICHARD HERR
Ric-Hill Farms

R.D. 5 Gettysburg, Pa.
Using Mix Mill 2 years

Today this man can plan the
successful operation of
your own Mix Mill Feed
Factory and show you how
to acquire it with little
or no increase in yo
operating budget!

MIX MILL IS:
AUTOMATIC. Turns itself on, runs as
long as necessary, and turns itself off
ACCURATE. Blends exact proportions
of every ingredient Even small amounts
of special minerals and medications are
metered precisely into the feed
FLEXIBLE. Change rations simply
Special ingredients that you don’t want
around can flow directly to the dis-
charge auger
NO FUEL WORRIES. Electrically
powered Economical mechanism
SAFE. Mill is completely enclosed, will
not operate unless all panels are in
place
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